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Gene E. Hall
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Research and Deve;opment Center for Teacher,Education
The UniVersiiy of Texas at Austin

Ti)
6.

In thinking overIthe last ten to fifteen years.of education and

schooling in'the United States, one develops a picture of d ed, hard-

Forking people who are intensely concerned abo4 kids, learnikg, teachers,

and social and cultural responsibilities. The intentions re ideal, bUt the

action'iS harried, frenzied; stop-gap, short-term crisis oriented, hirenerAy.

depletins. The American education scene gives one the impression that there

are hundreds'of Paul Revere's ridini off in every imaginable di'rection yelling

alarms.

A

. Every level of govetnment, every constituency and special interest group,

educators (professional and amateur), politicians-, 'and even some admirals

intensely concerned about. education. And they all'have their'own selectively

identified ill.

-

1Paper presented at the Conference "Here Comes Competency Testing! Are

Yoll Ready?", Boxbbrough, Massachusetts, May 18, 1978.

.2
The research described herein was conducted under contract with the

National Institute of Education. The opinions expressed are those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of the Nationni

Institute of Education, and nb endorsement by the National Instipute of

Education should be inferred.
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Tilere are so many alarm being. sounded, cures offered and cures ne.quired

that the enormogs pile of,band-aides'and potions themselves have become tir

biggest problem. 'Underneath this heapiof conflicting federal programs, cur-
,

riculum specialists,,accountability systems, administrators, unionA, parents

and politicianst is the teacher who is somehow supposed tq run the model Class-

c.
room for thirty students, obtaining optimal learning with ever increasing

,

diversity in objectiveg, decreasing resourees, and instructional tim.e.

In the last three yearg alone, several'massive, complicated and not very

weli defined innovations, including mastreaming and minimal competency,testing,

. F
have been laid on the teacher. To'my'knaledge nothing haa been ta.en away tram

v .

. . 4-7

the responsibility of the teacher during this time. How is a teacher to do alls

of these things? What can those*in teacher support positions do to assist and
9

'faFilitate the teacher in implementing these many.changes? Is it possible to do
6t

everything at once? Where_and how shOuld change facilitation begir,

4

,These and 'other change related questions are the subject of research under-.

/0

way.at the Res6arch and, DevelopmentpCenter for Te cher Education at the tnivergity

-. of Texas-at Austin. a-The research is based on the Concerns-Based Adoption Model

(CBAM), which uses the teacher and the innovation as the frame of reference.

The researchers are attempting to,develop a clear understanding of how change

occurk from the teachers' point of view and what can be done'by change facilitators

to assist teacheTs in implementing innovations.

In this paper, three of the CBAM's di'Lostic dimensions and a set of inter-

vention iategies will be described. The goal is to introduce someconcepts

that can be used.to'facilitate change, as well as to ..egitimize some of the

reV.ities of the change process. °In the next section, some key apsumptiops are

outlined. Then, the three diagnostic dimensions are presented. Descriptions of

selected intervention strategies and implications of each follow. The paper

a
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ciPincludes with some implications o this research for adoption and imple-
.

\A

mentation of the widely advocated innovation, comRetency testing.

>

CBAM ASSUMPTIONS

Development of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (Hall, Wallace.& DoSsett,

1973) was based on extensive experience in implementing educational innovations

in school'and college settings. Underlying the model are several assumptions

which shape the perspectives by Whictr-view the change process in schools'and

colleges. The present/research activities, which are focused on initial yeri-

fication of several of the key components of the CBAM, are based upon these

assumptions, ag is the view of planned Change developed in this paper.
. ,

Seven key assumptions of ,he Concerns-Based AdoPtion Model have direct

relevance"to this discussdon of strategies and processes for implementing

competency testing or other innovations:

a

1. Change i seboolanJcollegesis a process, not an event. All too

often it appears that TOE-Wlevel decisionlmakers, administrators in schools,

*and2 in many inst nges, individual teachers, assume that change is made at a

point in time as a result of some sort of profound decision, legisldtive act,

or cataclysmic evejLt. ,It is assumed that the teacher will change from using

one reading t6ct toN'instantly demonstrating great sophistication in using

another,. Or it is assumed that with the opening of school in ;he fa4 _teachers

will automatically be effective teamers. However; with the CBAM, change is

viewed as taking time and entailing movement.through a series ofphases and

gtages.

2. The individual needs: to be.the_primary focus of in'tervention for

change in the classroom. For other change models (eig., organizational develpp-

ment), the composite institution is viiewed.trg the unit of intervention and the

emphasis is 'placed upon improvinicommunication and other organization norms

and behaviors. From the CBAM perspective, the emphasis is placed on working

with the individual teachers and administrators it terms of their roles and

how they function with the innovation. Further, we would argue that the

institution cannot be viewed as'having changed until the individuals within

the ingtitution have changed.

v

3. ClIn Ep. is a highly personal experience. All ioo often it seems that

inservice teacher educators, administrators and other change fasilitators are

overly attentive to the trappings and technology of the InAvation and ignore
. \

1
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the perceptions and feelings of the people experiencing the change process.

In the CBAM, it is assumed that the change process has a personal dimension

to it, and that in many instances the personal dimension is of more critical

importance to succe'ss or failure of the change effort than is till amount of

technical support for the innovation. Since.change is brought about by

individuals, their personal feelings and'perceptions, satisfactions, frus-
trations, concerns and motiyations all play a pa-:t in determining success or

failure of a change initiative.

4. Full description of the innovation in operation is a key variable.1

All too frequently it appears that innovation developers have, not clearly

or fully-developed operational definitions of their innovations. Change

facilitators and teachers do not know what the innovation ds supposed to
look 'like when it is implemented. Thus, another key assumption for concerns-

based change is that there must be a full description of what the innovation

entails when it is fully in use. 'Nate that for the purposes of discussion

here, the term innovation will be used to encompass both process (e.g.., team

teaching), and product (e.g., a new.reading text) changes.

5: There are identifiable stages and leve'ts of the change process as
exeriencedividuals. The"chiange process is not an undifferentiated'

continZium. There are identifiable staged that individuals move through in

their"perceptions and feelings about the innovation, and identifiable skill,

levels that individuals.move through as.they develop sophistication in using

the innovation.

6. Inservice teacher eraining can be best facilitated for the individual

by use of a client-centered diagnostic/prescriptive model. .To deliver rele-

vant and supportive inservice teacher training, change facilitators need to

diagnose where their clients are in the change process and target th'eir inter-

ventions toward the diagnosed. needs. In all toc many inserv,ice activities,

tpe trainerST needy are addressed, not the teacherV.

7. The change fac,ilitator needs to work in,an adaptive/systematic way.

Becaupe change is a process and because the,focus for concerns-based inservice

training is on individuals as they are involved in chaRge, the change.facili-

tator must constantly assess and reassess the state of the change effort.

Change facilitators must constarktly adapt their interventions in'accord with

the latest diagnostic.information. Arid all of this needs to be done with

constant,awarene&s of the larger-organization context. The individuals in-

.yolved in'the change represent a subsystem of the'larger system. Interventions

made (on them .may hakIe consequences elsewhe:e and Ltions and events that occur

elsewhere in the systemmay in turn impact the subsystem that is-the unit of

change. Thus, the'change facilitator/teacher trainer or administrator are

cOnstantly under conflicting pressures. On one hand, the change facilitator

needs to be working diagnostically and prescriptively with individuals and,

at the see time, the change facilitator must constantly keep in mind the

larger system and its actions and reactions as the change pracess unfolds.

Based upon these assumptions then, the Concerns-Based Adoption Model has

been developed. Within the CBAM, three key variables serve as diagnostic tools

4,



lor developing a clear focus on what is happening with individual teichers who

are the clients of the inservice teacher training programs and the frontline

users of educational ifinovations,.such as competency testing. These three

dithensions are:, the person's Stages of Concern About an Innovation, Levels of

Use of the Innovation, and Innovation,Configurations. In combination, these

three variable dithensions provide the chanse facilitator with the diagnostic

tools and aM:ame of reference to design and conduct concerns-based inter-

ventions, scuch as inservice teacher training, in order to manage the change
0

pro.cess. T4Oarger_organizationa1 and user systems context will not be

addressed in thls paper. Rather, the focus will be on individual and inno-

vation diagnosis and the design of concerns-based inte7entions. Each.of the.'

three dimensions named above will be described next.

STAGES-OF CONCERN ABOUT-TA INNOVATION

One of the key ssumptions of the CBAM, as I have said, is that sthange

0

is a person$3 experience. Everyone, as they approach change, as they initially

implement in innovation, and as they develop skill in using the innovation, will

have certain perceptions, feelings, motivations, frustratiovs, and satisfactions

about tthe innovatiop and the change process. One dimension of the CBAM is the

concept of "concerns" which has been developed to describe thest. per"ceptions,

feelings and motivations of innovation users and nonusers. Projeet research

hast, initially, verified a set of stages that people move through as they are

involved in innovation implementation. These Stages of Concern About the

+,4

Innovation provid one key diagnostic xool for determining the-content and

delivery of inse ice teacher, training activities.

The concept of concerns originated with research done by Frances Fuller

(1969, 1970) at Lhe Rebearch and Development Center for Teacher Education at
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the University of* Texas at Austin. Fuller, in her research, identified a set

of concerns that preservice teachers expressed as they moved through their

I.

teacher education provam. These concerns'changed from initial, unrelated

concerns about teaching ("I am concerned about getting a ticket to the r)ck

concert next Saturday night."); to concerns about self in relation to teaching

("I wonder if x can do iti); to task congerns about teaching ("I'm haming to

work all night to prepare my lesson plans for the next day."); to impact con-

cerns ("Are the kids learning what they need?"). In total, Fuller identified ,

six different levels'of concern that preservice teachers expressed at-different

.
times during their teacher training programs.

As Ihe concept oif teacher concerns was being disseminated, it became ap-

parent that the concept applied in similat fashion to individual teachers and'
i

college professorswhen they were involved in implementing various educational

innovations. Seven Stages of Concern About the Innoyation Were identified (see

Figure 1). It aPpears that a person's Stages of Concern about an innovation

move through the same progression from self, to task, to impact that Fuller had

ideniified.

SoC Research

insert Figure 1 here

7

Subsequent research with the concept of Stages of Concern (SoC) has focused

on the development of a reliable,and valid measurement procedure for assessing

SoC (Hall, George & Rutherford, 1977) and conducting a series of cross-sectional

and.longitudinal studies to verify that SoC exist. The findings from these

research studies (Hall & Rutherford, 1976) Confirm the existence of Stases of



Figure 1

.?STAGES OF CONCERN ABOUT THE INNOVATION*

0 AWARENESS: Little concern about or involvement with the innovation is

indicated.
.1

1 ZNFORMATIONAL: A general awareness of the innovation and interest in

7

learning more detail about it is indicated. The person seems to be unworried
about himself/herself in relation to the innovatioh. She/he is interested

in iubstantive aspects of the innovation in a selfless manner such as general

characteristics, effects, and requirements for use.

.2 PERSONAL: +Individual is uncertain about the demands of the innuvation, his/
her inadequacy to meet those demands, and his/her role with the innovation.

.
This includes analyRis.of his/her role in relation to the reward structure
of-the organization, decision making and consideration of potential conflicts

with existing structures or personal commitment.. Financial or status im-
plications of the program for self and colleagues may.also be reflected.

NANAGEMENT: Attention is focused on tho processes and tasks of using the
innovation and the best v7e of informat,ion and resources. Issues related
to efficiency, oranizing, managing, scheduling, and time demands are'utmost.

4 1701MEQUENCE: Attention focuses on impact of the innovation on students in

his/her immediate sphere of influence. The focus is on relevance of the
innovation fOr students, evaluw:ion of student outcomes, including perform-.
ance.and competencies, and Changes needed to increase student outcomes.

COLLABORATION: The focus is on coordination and cooperation with others

regarding use of the innovation.
e

.6 REFOCUSING: The focus is on explozation of more universal benefits from
4

the innovation, including the possibility of major changes or replacement

with a more'powerful'alternative. Individual has definite ideas about al-
ternatives tr the proposed or existing form of the innovation.

.111=11........-n

*original concept from Hall, G.
A developmental conceptualization of
institutions. Austin: Research and

The University of Texas, 1973.

E., Wall,ace, R. C., Jr., & Dolssett, W. A.
the adoption process within educational
Development Center for eacher Education,

1 0
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Concern and suggest, although this is not conclusive, that the phenomenon is

more developmental than one might want to believe.

Before implementation of an innovation it appears that Stages 0, 1, and 2'

%

concerns wiil be most intense. As the implementation progresses, Stage 3,

Management, concerns become mOre intense, with Stages 0, 1, and 2 concerns

decreasing. With time, the Impact concerns of Stages 4, 5 and 6 become most

intense. Another finding from SoC research is that an individual does not have

.concerns at Only one stage; rather, there is a concerns "profile" with some

Stages being relatively.more intense and other stages of concern less intense

at the same time.. Thus, as an implementation effort ewolyes SoC 'profiles can

be seen to change in a 'wave pattern. This deal flow of concerns over the imple-

mentation period is represented,in Figure 2.

w.41

insert Figure 2 here

LEVELS OF USE OF THE INNOVATION

The second key dimension of for assessing people as they are involved in

change is Levels of Use of the Innovation (LoU). The SoC dimension focuses on

the individual's perceptions, feelings and motivations about the innovation,

while the LoU dimension focuses on what she or he is doing, 'Thus, with LoU,

the focus is on the individual's behavior and performance in regard to the

innovation.

Eight different Levels of Use have been identified and operF.tionally de-

fined. The operational definition8 for the overall leveli are presented in

Figure 3 along with decision points which have been developed to make clear the
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u demarcation between the levels. Full operational definitions of the Levels of

Use are developed and described elsewhere (Hall, Loucks, Rutherford, & NewloVe,

... .7 5)

insert Figure 3 here

Levels of Use begin with the individual "Orienting" herself or himself

to the innovatiop. Thd individual is actively engaged in looking over and re-'

viewing materials, attendingsprientation workshops,'examining the innovation,

and considering its use.

Usually, initial use of the innovation begins at a "Mechanical" Level of

Use. At this time, use of the innovation is somewhat sjointed, with the user

depending heavily:on the user's guide. A great deal of t me is sPent on logis-.

tical/management kinds of activities. Problems may arise, and must be dealt

with. Printed materials may not arrive on 'time or the crickets may die
)

efore

the science lesson is completed.

Later on, use moves to a "Routine" level, where the user has the systems

worked out and has developed to a stable use of the innovation. Other users,

however, move on to idiosyncratic "Refining" of their use of the innovation,

making adaptations with the intent of increasing impaet on clients. And,

eventually, the user may move to "Integration" and "Renewal" levels (described

in Figure 3). Again, the focus of LoU is on describing in behavioral terms

what the individual is doing with the innovation.

LoU Research

During the last three years, we have explored the Level of ye concept

1 5
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Figure 3 Levels of Use of the Innovation

LEVELS OF USE DEFINITION OF USE

0 NONUSE State in which the user has little or no knowledge of

the innovation, no involvement with the innovation,
and is doing Rething towasd becoming involved..

1
.

4

Decision Point A Takes action to learn more'detailed information
ibout the innovation.

II ORIENTATION State in which the user has recently acquired or is

acquiring information about the innovation and/or has
recently explored ovis xploring its value orienta-
tion and its demands upon ueer and user system.

Decision Point B Makes a decision to use the innovation by estab-

lishing a time tobegin.

II PREPARATION State in which the user is preparing for first use of

the innovation.

Decision Point C Changes, if any, and use are dominated by user needs.

III MECHANICAL USE State in which the'user focuses most effort on the
eort-term, day-to-day use of the innovation with
little time for reflection. Changes in use are made

more to meet user4needs than client needs. The user

is primarily engaged in a stepwise attempt to master
the tasks required to usa the innovation, often
resulting in disjointed and superficial use.

Decision Point D-1 A routine pattern of use is established.

TVA ROUTINE Use of the innovation is stabilized. Pew, if any,

changes are being made in ongoing use. Little prep-

aration or thought is being-given to improving inno-
vation use or iti consequences.

Decision Point D-Z Chariges use of the innovation based on formal or
informal evaltistion in order to increase client

outcomes.

IVB REFINEMENT

Decision Point E

V IMEGRATION

State irivihich the user varies eha use of the innova-
tion to Ancreast the impact on clients within the
imitediate npherd of influence. Variations are based

on knowledge of both short- and long-term consequences
for clients.

Initiates changes in use of innovation based on
input of and in coordination with what colleagues
are doing.

State.'in which the user is combining own efforts to
use 'the innovation with related activities of col-
leagues to achieve a collective impact on clients
within their common spAre of influence.

Decision Point P Begins ekploring alternatives to or major.modifica-
tions of the innovation presently in lute..

VI RENEWAL

.11110111.1,.

State in which the user reevaluates the quality of
use of the innovation, Seeks major modifications of
or alterhatives to present innovation to achieve in-
creased impact on clients, examines new developments
in the field, and explores new goals for self and the

system.

111.=.11111111141=1=!
PINIAIIMMfik..MINNINIMIMalla.....11 MAPIMp..110 MINmI1L.III1lMoII1Mwaam

From the Lot' Chart. Austin: Research and Development Cen'ter for Teacher
Education, The University of Texas at Austin, 1975.

g,
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extensively. Initial research activities involved %he development of a

teasurement procedure for assessing Levels of Use. A focused interview pro-
4

cedure has been dev^loped (Loucks, Newlove & Hall, 1975). The interviewer
A

uses a branrthing format to question the teacher regarding her or his use of

the innovation. Based on the information gathered in the inteilview and the

operational definitions and decision points of LoU, the individual is rated
Ef

on aveall,Le"-vel of Use and in seven categories which,represent a more detailed

- breakdown of each of the levels. To verify the existence of the Levels of Use,

the LoU interview has been applied in a series of cross-sectional and longitudinal

studies in.bOth school and college settings using a variety of process and pro-

duct innovations. The findings from these research studies have verified that

the eight'diffei.ent Levels of Use are found in practice.

One research study was of teachers involved in teaming in elementary
,e

schools and another study was of the use of instructional modules by college

and university'faculty% The subjects were selected'according to years of

experience with the innovation. Levels of Use interviews were then conducted.

Figure 4 represents a summary of the cross-sectival samples from the twa stu4es.

We found that the distribution of individuals across the levels is not

equal. In bath samples (see Figure 4), thAargest proportion of individuals

is at the IV A, Routine, level. It appears that most individuals who implement

an innovation reactlilLevel of Use IV A and remain there. Further analyses_of

this level have indicated that there are probably three types of IV A's. The

first type is the former Mechanical user (Lo' III) who is resting after having

"made it" to Level of Use IV A. Another kinu is the "Refining" IV A who has

just completed implementation of a refinerrient or adaptation of the innovation

and may be resting from this refinidg activity,- Finally, there are the "career

IV A's" who appear to be unchanging IV A users of the innovation.
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insert Figure 4 here

Another analysis indicates that 60% to 70% of the first year users of

an innovation are likely to be at the Mechanical Level of Use. The number of

Mechanical users decreases as years of experience with the innovation increase.

Analyses of longitudinal data. suggest that movement in LoU is not lockstep
0

all the way through. Individuals do not start at Level of Use 0 and sequentially

move all the way to.LoU VI. The movement from LoU 0 to LoU IV A does, appear to

be more sequential. Abol-R LoU IV A, however, individuals may skip level IV B

or V and move directly to VI or they may move in one of several combinations.

Further, it appears that once LoU IV A is,reached, movement is more dependent

on factors beyond the control of the individual. That is, the organizational

context appears to play a greater part, as does the role of the unit manager

or principal influencing mo-Vement to refining levels.

INNOVATION CONFIGURATIONS

Stages of Concern and Levels of Use provide two key ways of describing

and understanding the individual involved in change. The third dimension

focuses on the innovation. As innovation developers are well aware, the

innovation is "adapted" and quite often drastically mutated as it is imple-

mented. In fact, a great deal of thought has been given to this by diffusion

researchers (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971; Berman, McLaughlin, Bass, Pauly &

Zellman, 1977).

Although the name of the innovation may remain the same across classrooms

and across school sites, what is actually being done in different locations may

6



Figure 4

-
Percentage of Distrilltion of Overall Level of Use

for Individuals Involved in Cross-Sectional Studies of Two Innovations,

Fall, 1974

.11

14

STUDY OF MODULES
. STUDY OF TEAMING k IN TEACHER EDUCATION

LEVEL IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS INSTITUTI.ONS
OF USE N = 371 N = 292 1.

( ,

0 7%

9%

II 3%

III 19%

IVA 52%

IVB 6%

V 3%

VI 2%

%

10%

31%

9%

8%

22%

11%

'8%

2%
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differ dramatically. In.many cases, these may be altern#te forms of what the

developer had in mind, but J\ other*cases the variations may be altogether un-

acceptable foims of the innovation. Part of our present research is focused

on analyzing the various ways innovations are adapted. To do this, we have

developed a concept called innovation configurations add a procedure for dettr-
.

mining innovation configurations.

One way to illustrate the concept is td think of driving a car as an

innovation. The SoC dimension of the C3AM describes the perceptions, motivations,

4 .'14

and feelings that one has as she orlhe adopts, implements and institutionalizes
.

driving a car. The Levels of Use dimension describes the driver's tierformance
% A

from early Mechanical use with grating gears and bumpy starts to the Routine

LoU IV A user's fccus on the entire trip without a great deal f thought to the

driving, to the driver who is makink refinements to increase gas economy or

driving proficiency. Innovation configurations describe ,the kind of car that

is being driven. The car could be a Volkswagon, Ferrari, 9r Ford. Some people,

however, may think that they are, or claim that they are, driving a car while

they are really driving a bicycle.

Thusa cgntinuum Can be visualized, as illustrated in Figure 5, along

which these various "innovation configurations" exist. At the extreme right

A
is a description of the developer's model of.the innovatione developer's

model(s) entails all of the requirements and enhancements of the implemented .

es

innovation that the developer has in mind. A continuum then extends from the

developer's model toward greater and greater adaptations arld changes in the

innovation, to some point (DP) where the developer insists that the mutations

are so drastic that what is being used (driven) is not the innovation.

insert Figure 5 here

s
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Intereatingly,, users and change facilitators do not always agree with

the developer's use/nonuse point. They.often set completely diffetent points .f

beyond which the innovation is no,longer considered to ge in use. 'What happens,'
.0%

in rWity, is that the developer, change facilitators, and users do not agree

.

. .

on a point of drasticmutation. Instead there is an area or zone of drastic

mutation within which'some observers will say that ple innovation is success-

fully implemented, but ether obserVers will deny that the innovation is present,

Innovation Configuration Research

Severl aspects of researth on the concePt of innovation configurations

are currently underway at the Te as R&D Center., Qne is an attempt to clarify

and describe the concept 'of innovation configurations. Another aspect of the

research focuses on the determination of configurations through the use of a

"configuration hunt." At the beginning of thttevels of Use interview, an

attempt is made to determine which of magy configurations a particulgr person

is using. Then, it must be judged whether or not that configuration represents

use of the innovation or not. Based upon a series of interviews, configuration,

checklists have been developed for Reveral innovations. These checklists

identify key components of the innovation and variations within each of these

components. From analyses of checklists filled out by interviewers, users,

and nonusers of the innovation, it is possible to identify dominant patterns

or dominant configurations'that occur across many classrooms.

As I have shown, SoC, LoU, and Innovation Configurations are three key

diagnostic dimensions for assessing the present state of a change effort and

for planning next steps. These diagnostic.dimensions provide change facili-
X

tators with mileposts to mark progress and keep clear what the inno ation and

ithe people are to be doing.

2i
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STRATEGIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION

With the innovation of competency testing in a given school system,
4114

what is the ideal state that is envisioned? Is it desoribed in operational

terms? How will the school system know it has got it?. More specifically,

the followin; questions must be'addressed:

1. What configuration of comletency testing 11p to be implemented?

2. What Ilevel.of Use of that configuration iS to be accepted?

What should the concerns of usefs be at the time of

institutionalization?
4

the above questions Lust be answered first. Once they are, the managers

of the change process need to develop ar"game plan" *for implementation. This

is similar to the football coact:Ps game plan. Strategies need to be selected',

defenses and offenses deyeloped. As the game plan unfolds, tactics need td be

adjusted, and in some cases, strategies and game plans drastically altered.

However, the effective change facilitator has in mind how the various inter-

ventions will fit together into a coordinatedbset of supports and facilitating

acts to assist and back the users of the Imnovation.

The concerns-based approach assumes that "game-planning" strategies for

change is not only possible,'but essential for successful change. (Some kind

of t ategy exists in all change efforts, unfortunately, these strategies are

largely a result of happenstance rather than a result of careful planning.)

In this discussion, strategy is defined as an interrelated set and sequence of

activities covering most of the implementation period which are carefully de-

signed to facilitate implementing the innovation.

Any strategy has inherent advantages arid dishvantages. In addition,

contextual variables and characteristics of particular innovations will make

9 r
'Nor
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some strategies mon advantageous than others. At the beginning of the change

0
attempt, the manager of the change piocess should givg: thought to exactly which

/-

strategy or set of strateges she or he will empfoy and .consider the consequences

of 'each in terms of the Stages of Condern and Levels of Use of the individuals,

system implications, and the requirements of the innovation configuration to be

implemented.

In tIlis section, eleven iplementation strategies are described briefly,

and their implications, advantages, and disadvantages are discussed. No one
4

strategy in and of itself will form a complete "game plan" for an implementation

effort, and none is without disadvantages as well as advantages. The point here

is that strategies should be consciously selected, and the change facilitator

needs to anticipate the varlious implfcations of the strategy choseo.

The strategies
3 described below have jpeen observed in both school and

college settings, and examples of each will be used as illustrations.

Bootstraps ApEroach: This particular strategy is all too frequefttly

found in education. The overall plan begins with the dean, or principal, and

several members of the faculty deciding that, with no additional resources or

support, a particular innovation will be implemented. The cat4 is not only

are there no resources available, but everything that currently being done

must continue. The assumption seems to be that there is more energy available

in the existing resource system in terms of faculty timer skill and interest.

lt is further assumed thdt change does not cost.

3An earlier(version of these strategies was described in Hall,

"FacilitatinguInstitutional Change Using the Individual as the Frame of

Reference," in Grosenick, J. K., and Reynold, M. K. (eda.). Teacher

Education: Rene.gotiriting_ Roles for Mainstreaming., to be published in

1978 by University_of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

9
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The potential advantage of the Bootstraps Approach is that the.imple-

mentation effort should not costa great deal in terms of hard resources ($).

However, an inherent Weakness is that the users may not have the time and re-
.

sources it takes to implement the changefully, thereby ehdangering the whole

effort or the possibility of implementing a less demanding "cheaper" innovation

configuration. (The often heard statement, "I could build better modules than

those in the middle of the night" has near zero predictive validity.) Further,

the Bootstraps Strategy usually calls on the same faculty and staff who are

already doing the most. In the long run the Bootstraps Sttategy can cost more

by burning out many of the potentiall most effective faculty and administrators.

In terms of cOnperns, the Bootstraps Approach will arouse a greai deal of

initial Personal (Stage 2) and Management (Stage 3) concerns: "Where am I

supposed to 'find the time for this?" Personal concerns will be exacerbated

further if there is no clear statement of priorities from the administration

which would allow faculty to divert their attention from low ptiority tasks.

Sabbatical Leave Stratep. The Sabbatical Leave StrategY was used ex-

tensively in the TTT (Training Teachers of Teachers) grants of the late 1960's

and early 1970's. In this straeegy, a member.of the faculty is "selected" to

spend a sabbatical at an institution that is already using the innovation.

The assumption is that the faculty member will become tooled-up in the use of
44a

the innovation, return to her or his home institution, and provide resident

expertise for the change effort.

The potential advantages of this strategy are that the home institution

will develop in-house expertise, establish closer ties with another institution,

and keep costs reasonable, since there is, at the most, one faculty member's

time being invested. However, there are several potential disadvantages.

2/1
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Observation of this strategy indicates that, in general, the faculty.member

who is selected to go on sabbatical leave is likely to be the one that the

instiution can most afford to have gone. Chances are this faculty member is

not the one who will be most credible upon her or his return, nor will she or

he be tne one who is most able to acquire the skills that are needed during

the visit to another institution. Further, unless other strategies are employed

at home while the potential change agr.nt is gone, the home-based faculty are Apt

apt to accept the new expert when she or he returns from taking a "vacation."

Superstar Strategy.. The Superstar Strategy has been employed quite

successfully by several teacher education institutions implementing competency-

based programs and in the administrative ranks of large school systems. The

basic design of the Superstar Strategy is to hire one or more young, bright,

hustling, highly competent, productive, upwardbound Ph.D.'s. These "superstars"

cOme to the system bringing with them the expertise needed to implement the .

innovation. They also bring ties to the regional or national movement in the

area of the innovation and ties back to the prestigious institutions where they

were previously located.

However, one potential disadvantage of the Superstar'Strategy is that

superstars are not institution-bound; rather" they are profession-oriented

and are apt to move in four or five years as they climb up the professional

ladder. Further, many superstars are not skilled in working with other faculty

members. The result may be an "us-versus-them" phenomenon wherein the super-

stars may establish a program from which the regular faculty feel alienated,

since it was developed by "them" and not "us." A further potential disadvantage

is that if several superstars are hired, a rivalry or open warfare may develop

between them, since they ar4 highly competitive and striving individuals.

0
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Experimental Program; Experimental programs have been a frequently

practiced strategy In teacher education. A select few of the faculty are

given special permission to Apievelop an experiMental program which is operated

alongside the regulai. program.

A potential advantage is that not all faculty have to go through the

struggles, trials, and tribulations of developing the program. The bugs can

be worked out in an experimental program and a more efficient program can be
a

institutionalized at a later date. A potential disadvantage is that the ex-
.

4
perimental program may not get institutionalized.. In many case's, the Experi-

mental program may not ut institutionalized. In many cases, the experimental

program is developed, establishes a reputation of its own and is frequently

visited by educators who are interested in learning about the effort. However,

the regular progiam remains.untouched. For example, one experimental program

received tional and international fame and for the eight years of its life

remained in a refurbished house on the edge of the university .campus while the

regular program went on unaffected. In addition, another potential problem is

the question of who owns the program. The aamilistration and the program staff

need to make certain' that they are constantly reaching out to the regular facult,

to involve them in the development and evolution of an experimental program.

Otherwise, the "us-versus-them" phenomenon occurs.

Decree or Mandate. Although this is classified as a strategy, it occurs

more often as an event with delivery of the Word. This "strategy" is a common

occurrence in sChools, and its frequency appears to be increasing in higher

education. With this strategy, change is announced:

teacher education program will be competency-based."

"As of September, the

"As of 1978, mainstreaming

will be a part of both elementary and secondary-regular programs."
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Decrees and mandates have several advantages, one being that the change

is "accomplished" insantaneously. Another advantfige is that the faculty are

aware of administrative priorities sO that there is little possibility of con-

fusion about how they should be investing their time. (An interesting hypothesis

which needs an empirical test is that, in higher education, the decree/mandate

may be one of the illpst effective, given the present liberal definition of aca-

demic freedom.) A disadvantage of the Decree/Mandate Strategy is that it
?

doesn't take into account the assumption that change is a process ra4her than

an event. AnOther disadvdntage is that decrees, especially those without the

provision of addilional reiources, result in faculty not'being able to accomplish

all that is expected of them. In several cases administrators who have made.de-

crees ha'e later been fed half-truths and misinformation so that they are not

fully aware that the decreed change ib not fully implemented. "Oh, yes, we

have been IGE for several years."

Hit-aastorkshop.s. Hit-and-run, or "God-bless-you," workshops are

the norm in many school systems; they are not so common in higher education,

since so few faculty seem to participate in and see the nelild for inservice

tra:frring (although this, too, is changing). The general format for this

strategy is a one to-five-day workshop in which all of the wonders and trappings

of the innovation are introduced, normally by a consultant from far away (very

far away). At the end of this "training," the consultant heads for the airport

saying, "God bless you. Good-bye." The institution and the users are left to

implement the innovation using the discovery approach. That is, during the

time of Mechanical Use (Lo, III), the faculty and the administration are left

on their own o discover both the problems and their solutions. [

The advantage of this strategy is that the faculty do,get some training,
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some knowledge, and some skill development before they begin to use the

innovation. The disadvantage is that follow-through during the implementation

process is not provided, so the faculty use a great deal of energy discovering

the problems and trying to determine the solutions. At many institutions, re-

cent innovations such as modules, IPI, and IGE have not lasted because the users

lacked the necessary follow-through handholding during the implementation.

Good-Time Workshops. Good-time workshops (which are often hit-and-run

as well) are also frequently employed in school settings. Change in this

case is really nonexistent. The Sole goal of the good-time workshop is high'

happine'ss coefficients for the participants on the end-of-workshop evaluation

forms. .No change is expected on the part of administrators, the workshop

4

' participants, or the trainer. In its purest form, the honorarium received by

the leader of the good-time workshop is prorated based on the value of the

happiness coefficients. Goo'd-time workshops are frequently practiced in states

and institutions 'Where inservice is mandated and a number of days per schcol

year are set aside, but there is little or not expectationjor aptual change

in the classroom.

P'ennsylvania Contingent. The Pennsylvania Contingent is usukly based

on changes in the administrative structure. This strategy begins with the

unit manager, the dean, or the superintendent, being replaced with one frgm

Pennsylvania (or wherever). The new administrator immediately recognizes'that

there is a leadership gap and that refinforcements are needed, so one of her

or his former colleagues (from, Pennsylvania) joins the administrative staff as

an assistant dean/assiitant superintendent. The assistant superintendent's

wife needs an appointment as a faculty member or supervisor and an old colleague

from a professional association is also brought in as a school principal. The

Pennsylvania Contingent normally increases in number very quickly.

9
'
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The potential advantages of the strategy include the addition of new

resources, leadership, ideas to the'institution, and the establishment of a

cohesive.leadership nucleus. The potential disadvantages include the members

of the Pennsylvania Contingent talking only to themselves about all aS the

problems the institution has and how they will cure all the ills, while the

regular faculty are sitting on the side saying, "We'll be here long after they're

gone." This again can result in an "us-versus-them" phenomenon which will furthet

reduce chances for successful change.

Multiple Adoption Design (M.A.D.).\The Multiple Adoption Design is most

often pracfficed in school systems. (In higher education, one innovation at a

time is plenty.) With the M.A.D. Strategy, there is an attempt to implement

many different innovations concurrently. The M.A.D. Strategy can be readily

observed in Title I schools, with "innovative" superintendents, and in suburban

school districts where.there was a need to appeir to be progressive in the 60's,

and in the 70's, they must appear to be heading back toethe basics.

The consequences of this strategy areSeveral. One (normally seen as an

4
advantage) is'that many different innovative efforts can be listed as "in use;"

thus they are'labeled as "intlovative." A disadvantage is that users of the inno-

vations experience "system overload" in which they have more to implement than
-

they can possibly manage since, once again, change is a process and not an event:

Thus, as new innovations are added each year, the Overload on the teachers, the

classrooms, and the children quickly reaches a point of dignishing returns.

Wonder Woman/Superman Strategy. This strategy is more frequently found in

,higher education. The plan here i?to select one of the faculty members who can

.
become the key leader of'the change effort. Major responsibility for implementation

is assigned to this person. This person can either be a senior faculty memb2r, a

young faculty member, or a new person who is brought in to encourage the change
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effort. Using young or new faculty members isfpotentially disadvantageous, since

not only will senior fact_ty see them as lacking credibility, but the powers,

promotions and tenure may be jeopardized. Further, new.personnel will not be

aware of all the intricacies and politics of the institution and may not be abie

to work as effectively in the change attempt.

Other potential.disadvantages of this strategy arethat the change leader(s)

may become oVerloaded. Further, the administration may not publiciy back them,

leaving "leaders" on their own to implement a change that they are being held

accountable,for Without having the authority or the resources to make faculty

follow-through.

The Matrix Management System can have similar dynamics, since the Wonder

Woman or Superman may be striving to get faculty resources from adminstrators

of diffe.rent departments who do not see the innovatijn as a departmental priority.

The change faalitator is left in the cold, filling in with weaker faculty and/or

lacking the resources and authority to do the job.

However, this strategy can be very effective when credible personnel are

used, since the person has enough time to do the handholding and supportive

activities required during implementation. This kind of strategy can also re-

suit in many faculty members having ownership in the innovation and the input

to them being individualized and personalized.

Hire a MartyT. In several institutions where there is a long history of

stability, the system leaders have gone outside and hired a very dynamic and

aggressive leader. This new leader moves in, throws everything up in the air

and, through determination and creative leadership, gets the system moving.

There is normally enormous inertia that must be overcome and, after the initial

shock, 'faculty begin to slowly organize their resistance to this intrusion. In

four to six years the dynamic leader begins to be bogged down because the

c

3r,
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C.

resistant-ystem has become more effective in checking the leader. Pressure

increases for removal of the leader (which follows quickly), which was antici-

pated from the beginning, but everyone is happy. Martyrdom is ordained for the

A

lesider so she or he is able to move on to bigger things. The faculty are happy

that they got rid of the zealot and the system leadership has seen the system

change. The amount of change is as much as the system leaders really wanted

and now a "maintainer" leader, probably from the inside, is hired to fortify the

gains.

The advalitages of this strategy include the initial success it accomplishes,

ia broad base of activities is ossible, and one person has control over a wide

enough span to move things. The disadvantages include the,trauma that occurs in

reaction to the leader, whiccqn make future change attempts more difficul,t.

Iraklications of Our Research for Competency Testing

7fhe practical results of the rese,arch discussed in this paper are generic

in nature because the resillts'may be wiled tO many different innovations in

a variety of contexts. Our research has confirmed that the concepts, LoU, SoC,

andinno.vation configuration analysis ire useful iV studying and implementing a

variety of innovations (e:g., team'teaching, innovative science curricula, in-

structional modules) in a variety of institutions (elementary schools, secondary

schools, apd higher education institutions). These same conceRts can be used to

provide insight to those who, wish to, or must, implement the innovation of

competency testing.

Competency testing is indeed an ,innovation. One obvious reason is that

competency testing bvings with it new testing procedures. Another, mdYe com-

pelling reason is thac implement..._ng.competency testing necessitates a complex

process of change. Sel'ieral iMplications of our concerns-based research tie
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directly to putzntip,1 problems with implementing competency testing. In

summary, let's firGt look at the process of implementing competency testing,

and then provide some guide1ines and suggestions for change managers to con-

sider.

Implementing Competency Testing

Several phenomena are likely to be found in a school system that is in

the beginning stages of implementing competency testing. .0f course, there will

be some,idiosyncratic features of any change effort because we are dealing with

people, not institutions. But, generally speaking,.the following events should

be expec'ed:

1. The innovation will be confused. Competency testing is not a well-

defined or well-understood inovation: This laCk of definition and understanding

is, most likely, due to the fact that competency testing has a highly visible
%

component (testing); therefore, the subtle and sophisticated process component

of competency testing is often left by the wayside. The process component is

the gradual strengthening of educatiod/ca ed the analyses of data, how the

results of the tests are used, and how stafkc,,children, and parents are prepared

. NI

for the testing and the test results.

Unfortunately, this process of competenc=based education has been over-

looked due to the isolation of competency testing as the sole focus of concern.

If competency testing was intertwined with competency-based education, then the

act of testing would take on a more-relevant meaning in that the tests would

have tangible and constructive uses.

2. Personal concerns willibe high. Several things can be predicted in

regard to teachers' and administrators' Stages of Concern profiles and their

Levels of Use, 'Because of the inherent threat involved in cordpetèncy testing,

3
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Stage 2 (Personal) concerns will be extremely high. In addition, Stage 6

(Refocusing) concerns may be up; thus indicating the following: '''(1) the user

will be, most liXely, harboring uncomfortable feelings toward competency testing,

and'(2) they will be holding opiy.ons (souad or otherwise) that are against the

implementation of competency testing.

In eerms of Levels of Use, it is safe to assume that nearly all faculty and

administrators will be at a Level of Use.0 (Nohuse). In addition, their knowledge,

which is one category'dimension of the Levels of Use'phenomenon, will be at LoU

0 as well. That is, there will be little knowledge of what competency testing is,

what its meaning and parts are, and how it may relate to anything else within the

instructional program or the school system's responsibilities. FurtHbr,'it is

:quite likely that what knowledge is possessed will be based on misinformation

which will further exacerbate the personal concerns. Note that this knowledge

ustateI may also exist on the parts of upper 14'vel administtatofs, as well as the

school board, the public, and the local preis.

, Some Suggestions

Nw
Given the likelihood that there will be misunderstandings of competenc-ry

testing and resistilce from those who must use the innovation, the following

suggestions are offered to those who must manage the cliange effort:

.1. Don't call the innovation competency testing. As the early competency-

based teacher educators found out, "CBTE" has become a red flag. As soon as the

acronym or te name is referred to, defenses are immediately raised,and the

poteLtial of having input to raise the knowledge level or the positive engagement

of the recipients drops dramatically. Therefore, do not tall this innovation

competency testing. Call it something else that is vague in terms of implications

and that makes it sound more like motherhood and applie pie.

3
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2. Tie the innovatronwf competency testing to other missions and pro-

grams of the system. Do not allow competency testing to'be delivered as a

"shirttail" phenomenon th4 has no meaning or place in the overall instruct-

ional program or administrptive requirements of the school system. If at all

*Possible, show that rather, than *competency testing being an inconvenience; it

is instead an opportunity for benefit to be gained in terms of previously

identified needs. This stance would have to be valid and delivered with credi-

bility or it will further raise personal concerns, *However, if there is ai

legitimate and logical basis for tying competency testing to other needs of the

district, show how competency testing will actually strengthen other activities

within the district.

3. Acknowledge the mandate. If competency teeting is being mandated by *

Ehe legislature or the school system, acknowledge this up front and point out

that this does cause additional stress for all involved. A mandate adoption

strategy does cause many personal concerns. However, there are many beneficial

changes that do come about aue to a mandate., therefore, the obvious thing to do

is to be straight-forward and acknowledge that there is no choice but to get on

with doing the best possible job. And again, attempt to set a positive and

optimistic mood (e.g., We're all in this together--sink or swim!)

4. Address directly and systematically the deficient knowledge_hase,.

The runaway ignorance that surrounds this particular innovation regaites immediate

attention. Key administratbrs need to be given a cram course from skilled experts

in order to introduce them to the subtleties of competency testing. These ad-
.

ministrators also nEed to receive skill training about the change process and,

thereby, learn to work with uncomfortable or, in some'cases, threatened faculty.

The entire cadie of instructional staff who are to become users of competency

testing need to have their knowledge base increased earl- in the process. ilhis

34
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does not mean a two-day hit-and-run workshop on the tntracacies of ccrupetency.

testing.. &Rather, there should be a continuing, properly staggered delivery of

informatebn which deals with the (reran structure and schema of competency

testing and what it means for the school system and the individual staff meMber.

Key points and clarificati9n needs must be addressed first,*.and, in time, the

more subtle aspects may be addressed. For example, one approach could be delivery

of a combination of brief seminars held by unit managers, newsletters, presentations

,to PTA and the media, other general and, later, more specific kinds of information

with gradual increases in complexity.

5. Develop a game plan for the implementation effort. 'Do not undertake

the implementation of competency testing in the midst of everything else with

the erroneous assumption that it will be easily accomplished or that the best

way to implement-this innOvation is to handle each crisis and decision-point as

it is reached, or shortly thereafter. Rather, a game plan .should be developed .

that addresses exactly what the implementation support will be, exactly what the

innovation configuration will be, and develop a systemic strategy for supporting

and insuring that the innovation is implemented. In other words, don't leave it

'to chance.

6. Show how the data gathered is related to decision-making and practice.

If the competency testing data are going to make a dil.ference in terms of hiring

and firing or promotions, then.acknowledge this. Be Up front about how the data

will be used or will not be used as a result of its collection. If the data will

be used for the assignment of children or the assignment Of teaching responsibilities,

then this should be clearly stated to avoid misinterpretation and false expectations.

It may mean more initial concerns, but in the long run it will result in less dis-

ruption as the competency testing effort proceeds.

7. Provide feedback during any pilot processes and following any data
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collection activity. This data feedback should ;immediately follow any testing

period. It is not good to allow personal concerns to set unanswered for six to

eight inonths while tests are being processed. The test processing should be

done quickly, and even if the data are only in terms of partial returns,.feed-

back in a vexy short period of time should be provided tO'the administrators and

staff. Otherwise, personal concerns will, again, thave time to rise and be further

4

exacerbated.

8. Develop a clear operational description of the innovation configuration

to be implemente.a. This will not be an easy task, especially with a highly

complex and sophisticqed process innovation, such as competency testing. How-
%

ever, the development of an operational description of the configuration to be

implemented will, in the end, make the job of implemenettion easier for all in-

volved; This includes the unit manager, the teachers, the parents, and others

who are concerned about competency testing. Of course, this does mean more

, planning time early in the process. However, the ultimate success depends on

clarity and consistency across the board in terms of what the innovation is to

look like once it is implemented. This configuration includes not only the act

of testing, but how the dath will be processed, what will happen to the data,

how it will be fed into the system in terms of decision-making and fed back to

all involved.

9. You can't do everything_at once, so don't try. One of the largestA

hoaxes being carried out in the American education scene is the maintenance of

the impression that school systems can implement everything on top of everything

else and do it successfully. The implementation of competency testing cannot be

done on top of everything else assuming that staff are presently engaged 100% of

their professional time. Thus, something will have to go if competency testing

is to become an integral part of the system activities. Rather than allowing it
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to be squeezed in and, as a result, everything being forced into a lowdr quality'

(
of activity, the de ision-makers are advised t'o deliberately subvert certain

mandated activit es and other changes and requirements in order to get one or

two successfully implemented. This is especiallyttrue in schools where the

activity is already complex, such as Title I schools. 'If anything is really

going to happen with fheiteachers and children, then they can't.be attempting

to do everything at once. The administration have to, through covert and un-

official actions, be able to assist inStructional staff in prioritizing how they

.will invest their energy and time. If this is done, they will be able to initially

impfement one or two innovations a year and have time to work on institutionalizing.

If competency testinFk is to be one of the last year's priority items, then other

things 1.Pll need to be glossed over or done less well. If competency testing it-
,

self is to be done less well, th do not make a big fuss about it and Illow it

to coast along (like so many other things do).

In summary, the implementation of innovations, whether they be relatively

simple innovations, such as changing a reading text, or more complex innovations,

such as competency t sting or individually guided education, requires time, skill,

and support if it is o be implemented successfully and function effectively.

These implementation efforts do not occur by decision-makers working with a

IIshoot from the hip" style in terms of managing the change process. Concerns-

based implementation emphasizes the importance of game planning in advance,

attending to the individual in terms of their concerns and their Levels of Use

throughout the change attempt, and having clearly in mind the innovation con-

figuration(s) which are being implemented so that everyone can have in mind what

the criterion for success are.

Change in schools and colleges is never easy. There is bound to be high

cost at times. However, it can and must be accomplished. And the ultimate
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rdwards if kept clearly in mind, can be reached.d In addition, a great deal of

personal growth (students and teachers) is also an exciting outcome along with

the institution's growth. Assuming that competency testing has its merits,

then its implementationehould be attended to with care and sensitivity so that

it does not become another destructive band-aid added to the pile.

11!
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